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ABSTRACT
Containers are made up of container images ,
which are light-weight, executable packages of
software. In recent times containers are in
boom in the IT world. Although containers are
still in a primitive stage of development, they
are having increasing use in production
environments this is because they promise a
streamline, easy to deploy and secure method of
implementing
specific
infrastructure
requirements and they also per an alternative
to virtual machine. Containerization gained
prominence with the open source Docker tool,
which developed a method to give containers
better portability al- lowing them to be moved
among any system that shares the host OS type
without requiring code changes. The container
technology has evolved over period of time to
overcome the drawback of the earlier systems.
The novel approach aims at scheduling and
load balancing of the container. Our results
show significant improvement over standard
scheduling with Docker. Docker made it easy to
build and run containers from the command
line.

General TermsContainer Scheduling.

KeywordsContainer, Docker, Cloud ,Container-as-a-service,
Virtualization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Project Idea

The designed system in the DevOps category
which provides a platform for the developers and
testers where they can get the necessary software
from the cloud as per the requirement.
Overcoming the drawback of tediousdownloads
and excess of load on the system leading to loss of
data and crash of the system, we are designing
containers which will be time and cost
efficient(time and cost) the system. Along with
this we are implementingscheduling and load
balancing for the containers using a novel
approach.

2. PREVIOUS WORKS
There have been many attempts made in the past
to assist blind people but they have their
drawbacks. For example, portable bar code readers
designed to help blind people identify different
products, it enables the users who are blind to
access information about these products through
speech and Braille. But a big limitation is that it is
very hard for blind users to find the position of the
bar code and to correctly point the bar code reader
at the bar code. [1]There were systems made using
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for
recognition of text from product labels. A
common
problem
in
an
early
stage
of OCR preprocessing
is
to adjust
the orientation of text areas which is very difficult
task according to the perspective of a blind person.
Another problem with such systems is that some
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other person has to initiate it and hand it over to
blind person but we want to make blind person use
the system independently without needing such
assistance. Hence, we propose our own system
with which we are trying to remove the limitations
of other such previous works.

Motivation of the Project
Docker is a mature and adopted development tool.
It also runs great on windows, macos and linux.
While k8s can run containers via the rkt runtime,
its still pretty new and will probably introduce
unnecessary headache and edge cases. Docker also
has a head start ona vibrant ecosystem for base
images. Docker made it easy to build andrun
containers from the command line. This
technology was released atthe right time and in the
right place. And it got huge traction. Dockerused
this traction to get a very large amount of VC
capital. Thereforethey now need to show a very
large return.

3. RELATED WORK
In 2010 A Cloud Sim Based Visual Modeller for
Analysing Cloud computing Environments and
Application paper was published which
emphasized on distributing applications among
cloud infrastructures. But this paper had various
drawbacks which could not handle large data at the
same time it would take more turn aroundtime . So
to overcome this later in 2012 Fuzzy Network
algorithm was introduced which increasedthe
performance by using the Cloud Sim tool and it
reduced the turnaround time.Then over a span
Fuzzy logicbased dynamic loading of resources
was done. Later in 2016role of Docker in shaping
cloud technology and containersin virtualization
was given emphasis. But the system didn’t have
any resource allocation technique. The in 2017
DynamicResource Allocation Algorithm for
Container based ServiceComputing was done.This

paper was successful in overcomingall the
drawbacks of previous papers hence using
containersmore efficiently.In earlier times Cloud
analyst helped in distributing applicationsamong
cloud infrastructures this was proposed by
thepaper ”Cloud Analyst :A Cloud Sim Based
Visual Modeller forAnalysing Cloud computing
Environments and Application”.But the drawback
of the system was it could not handle largedata at
the same time it would take more turn around time.
This paper emphasizes on problem of
effectively managing CPU utilization when many
containers share a single set of resources. The
problem is exacerbated in environments where an
application is designed to maximize performance
by utilizing resources as efficiently as possible.
For example, in high performance computing,
applications are routinely optimized for cache
access and locality. The performance of such
applications can be destroyed in virtualization
environments by removing the benefits of cache
locality; moreover, stalls can result for
synchronized processes or threads.
Later in 2016, Cloud computing and Containers
use increased tremendously and was in a boom in
IT sector improving many drawbacks of previous
papers. This had a very efficient applications in IT
companies. This emphasized upon Role of Docker
in shaping cloud technology and containers in
virtualization. But could not allocate resources
dynamically over the systems

This given paper emphasizes on the problem of
effectively managing CPU utilization when many
containers share a single set of resources. The
problem is exacerbated in environments where an
application is designed to maximize performance
by utilizing resources as efficiently as possible.
For example, in high- performance computing,
applications are routinely optimized for cache
access and locality. The performance of such
applications can be destroyed in virtualization
environments by removing the bene_ts of cache
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locality; moreover, stalls can
synchronized processes or threads.

result

for

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In the respective CaaS (Container as a Service)
framework, the container is the basic component
that constitutes the business workflow. The
physical node (mostly a server) is the main carrier
to deploy and execute containers. A cluster
basically consists of a large number of parallel
workflows that execute independently. The
workflow changes on calculation time, data
volume, network latency, submitted or completed
time and other aspects, but they all share the
resources in the same cluster. Thus, it is difficult to
accurately estimate the resource consumption for
the entire workflow. The performance of the nodes
is determined at the beginning of workflow
execution.In this way, the workload is dynamically
distributed among the nodes, in a more balanced
manner, when it receives a request for a container
deployment and execution As shown in the above
figure two modules, load balancer and the
container manager, coordinate to complete the
resource allocation. Load Balancer identifies the
least loaded physical node based on the current
load status of each node in the cluster, and
Container Manager is responsible for deploying a
container

according to the corresponding configuration file
generatedin the previous stage.Every node in a
cluster is a complex combination of multiple types
of resources, and the physical configurations of
resources for each node may be heterogeneous as
well. Similarly, to handle a complex system where
a lot of uncertain parameters exist, we propose to
apply fuzzy logic control again, instead of
conventional modelling algorithms .

5. FUTURE SCOPE
The main aim of the system will be to minimize
the utilization timeand to reduce the load on
system. To do the same our algorithm will analyze
and replicate the containers at the back-end in case
there is load on the system without disturbing the
client on the front-end. Because of using cloud
computing the system becomes more efficient.

6. RESULT

Fig: Terminal image for scaleup
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Virtualized
Data
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Fig: Terminal image for docker stats of a
particular container

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper,we have designed a system in the
DevOpscategory which provides a platform for the
developersand testers where they can get the
necessary softwaresfrom the cloud as per the
requirement.Overcoming thedrawbacks of tedious
downloads and excess of load on the system
leading to loss of data system crash,we
aredesigning containers which will be time and
cost efficient the system. Along with this we are
implementing scheduling and load balancing for
the containers using a novel approach. Future
studies are planned to address some of the
limitations of this work, as well as to extend our
proposed framework in more directions.
Thecommunication mechanisms of workflows,
tasks and containers will be further investigated, to
provide across-layer inter-operation architecture
for complex workload monitoring and prediction.
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